PERMIT FOR EXCAVATION
TOWN OF GOSHEN
RENEWAL (Phase 2)

Owner/Applicant: Newport Sand and Gravel Co. Inc.
Address: P.O. Box 1000 Newport, NH, 03773
Telephone Number: 603-863-1000, 603-520-9815 (cell)
Contact Person: Shaun Carroll, Jr.
Site Location: Tax Map 203, Lot 2
Date of Issuance: January December 21, 2017
Renewal Date: December 21, 2020

Conditions of Approval: Hours of operation on the site are limited to weekdays only from 6:45 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. on weekdays only. Operation on weekends (Saturdays and Sundays) and on state and national holidays shall be on an “emergency basis” only.

The term “operation” includes the operation of any heavy motorized equipment or vehicles or the use of back-up warning devices or other noise-generating devices. It includes excavation activities, including the moving of any excavated material through, on or from the site, as well as any noise-generating activity ancillary to excavation, including land clearing or reclamation, which generates noise from power equipment such as bulldozers or chainsaws, whether such activities are performed by employees, by contract personnel, or by any other parties. The term does not include the use of personal passenger vehicles to access or inspect the site, normal conversation, or routine Saturday morning (8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon) maintenance of equipment left on site, which does not involve any moving of equipment.

With the following conditions:

- The minutes of 6:45 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. are to be used exclusively for warm-up as follows: The applicant may begin the warming up of the loader engine at 6:45 a.m. on weekdays, as long as the loader is located in such a place that noise from this preparatory activity will not be noticeable to abutters and neighbors.
- Noise Control: Noise shall be reasonably controlled so as not to adversely affect the use or enjoyment of adjoining properties. In particular, the following measures shall be employed at a minimum:
  - The use of a discretionary backup beeper on the loader.
  - The maximum use of hand signals or other silent means, rather than vehicle horns, for communicating among personnel within the excavation site.
  - The directing of the flow of traffic such as to minimize the need for vehicles to back up within the excavation site.
  - Compliance with the “hours of operation” as set forth in the Town of Goshen’s Excavation Regulations dated April 2004.
- The term “emergency” means a crisis or accident that requires the use of equipment or material to rescue or protect personal lives or property. Any operation which occurs under the “emergency” provision shall be reported to the Goshen Board of Selectmen, with a written explanation of the emergency, within seven days.

The permit is valid for three years.

A bond for reclamation of the site in amount approved by Planning Board is received.

Planning Board will visit the site every year of operation in the fall to verify compliance with the permit.

This permit is issued and accepted on the condition that all regulations of the Town of Goshen’s Excavation Regulations dated April 2004, and Newport Sand and Gravel’s Excavation Permit Application approved December 21, 2017 are in compliance.

Any change in design or scope must be proceeded by a new application and permit.
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